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J. A. Green proved a theorem which is the converse to a theorem of R. Brauer
  . .Proc. Camb. Philos. Soc. 51 1955 , 237]239 . In this article we give another proof
of the theorem concretely without using Frobenius's formula for induced charac-
ters and we also state some comments on Brauer's induction theorem. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this article, G, Z, and C denote a finite group, the ring of
rational integers and the field of complex numbers, respectively. For a
< <finite set S we denote the number of elements in S by S and for a
< < < <rational prime p we denote the p-part of S by S .p
  . 4Let x s 1 the principal character , . . . , x be the full set of noniso-1 G h
 .morphic irreducible complex characters of G. Let char G be the ring of
 .  h < generalized characters of G. That is, char G s  a x a g Z i sis1 i i i
.4  .  .1, . . . , h . Then char G is a subring of the ring cf G of all complex-val-
ued class functions on G.
 .From now on, for any subring R of C, we denote by char G the set ofR
R-linear combinations of the complex characters of G for simplicity. For
 . <u g cf G and a subgroup H of G, u denotes the restriction of u to H.H
Let H be a family of subgroups of G. Then we consider the following
three statements with respect to H.
 .  . <  .i If for any u g cf G , u g char H for all H g H, then u gH
 .char G .
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 .   .4G  .   .4Gii  char H s char G , where char H is the set of allH g H
U generalized characters of G of the form f the generalized character of G
.  .induced by f with f g char H .
 .iii Each elementary subgroup of G is contained in some conjugate of
some subgroup belonging to H.
However, as is well known these statements are equivalent. A proof of
 .  . w xi m ii is obtained by Brauer's proof of Theorem 3 in 1 and by using
 .  . w x Utwo formulas i of 38.5 Theorem in 2 and 1 s a l where a g Z,G H H H
 . w x  .  .l g char H and H g H. In 3 J. A. Green gives a proof of ii « iii byH
 .using Frobenius's formula for induced characters, in order to prove i «
 .  .iii that is, the converse to a theorem of R. Brauer .
 .  .In this article we intend to give a proof of i « iii which is different
from Green's proof, by making an application of the characteristic class
functions of G. An application of the characteristic class functions of a
finite group is one of the basic tools in the study of the structure of a
w xcharacter ring of a finite group and such applications are also stated in 5
w xand 6 .
Let A be any subring of C consisting of algebraic integers such that
 .Z : A. Then we state the following statement which is similar to i , with
respect to a family H of subgroups of G.
 .  . <  .iv If for any u g cf G , u g char H for all H g H, then u gH A
 .char G .A
 .  .  .  .We note that a proof of ii m iv is the same as that of i m ii ,
w xbecause we can see easily that Brauer's proof of Theorem 3 in 1 gives a
 .  .  .  .proof of iv « ii . Hence we have i m iv .
In what follows, we assume further that e g A where e is a primitive
< <  .  .G th root of unity. Then for proving i « iii , it is sufficient to prove
 .  .iv « iii .
 .  .2. PROOF OF iv « iii
 4 Let C , . . . , C be the full set of conjugate classes of G and c s 1 the1 h 1
.identity element of G , . . . , c be the representatives of C , . . . , C , respec-h 1 h
 .tively. Then we define class functions f i s 1, . . . , h of G as followsi
f c s 1, f c s 0, i / j . .  .  .i i i j
We say that these class functions are the characteristic class functions of
 .G and that f corresponds to C or C corresponds to f i s 1, . . . , h . Byi i i i
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the second orthogonality relation for the group characters, we have
h1
f s x c x , i s 1, . . . , h . .  .i j i jC c .G i js1
 .Because x c s 1 for all i s 1, . . . , h, we have1 i
LEMMA 2.1. Keeping the preceding notations we ha¨e
 . <  . <  .  .i C c f g char G i s 1, . . . , h .G i i A
 .  . <  . <  .ii mf f char G for m g Z, 1 F m - C c i s 1, . . . , h .i A G i
 :Let p be a rational prime and consider the p-elementary group x P
where x is a pX-element of a finite group G and P is a Sylow p-subgroup
 .of C x . Let H be a subgroup of G which does not contain anyG
 :conjugate of x P, and let c be the characteristic class function of G
which corresponds to the conjugate class C of G containing x. Let us set
<  . < k  .C x s mp , m, p s 1, k G 1. Then we haveG
ky1 <  .LEMMA 2.2. In the pre¨ious situation, mp c belongs to char H .H A
 . <Proof. If C l H s B an empty set , then it is clear that c s 0.H
ky1 <  .Hence we have mp c g char H . Therefore we may assume thatH A
C l H / B. Let D , . . . , D be the distinct H-conjugate classes contained1 t
 .in C l H, and let h g D , i s 1, . . . , t . Let f be the characteristic classi i i
 .function of H which corresponds to D , i s 1, . . . , t . Then each h isi i
G-conjugate to x and so there exists y g G such that h s x yi. Further wei i
have
y yi iy i :  :h P s x P : C x s C h , i s 1, . . . , t . .  .  .  .i G G i
<  . < ky1  .Here we show that C h F p , i s 1, . . . , t . Assume by way ofpH i
<  . < k <  . < <  . <contradiction that C h s p . Then we have C h s C h sp p pH i H i G i
<  . < k X  . XC x s p . Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of C h . Then P ispG i H i i
 . y i  .C h -conjugate to P . Therefore there exists z g C h such thatG i i G i
X  y i. z i y i z iP s P s P . Hence we havei
z i Xy z y zi i i i :  :  :h P s h P s h P : C h , . .i i i i H i
 :  : Xand so x P is G-conjugate to h P . This means that H contains ai i
 :conjugate of x P. This is contrary to our assumption. Therefore we have
<  . < ky1  .C h F p , i s 1, . . . , t as claimed.pH i
<  . < ky1 k <  . <  .  .Because C h F p - p s C x and C h s C h l H,p pH i G H i G i
<  . < ky1 <  . <we can see that C x rp s mp is divisible by C h . Here weG H i
ky1 <  . <  . ky1 <set n s mp r C h , i s 1, . . . , t . Then we have mp c sHi H i
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t <  . < <  . <  .  . n C h f . Because C h f g char H , i s 1, . . . , t byis1 i H i i H i i A
ky1 <  .Lemma 2.1, we have mp c g char H as claimed. Thus the proof isH A
complete.
 .  .Proof of iv « iii . Let H be a family of subgroups of a finite group G
 .  :which satisfies iv and let x P be a p-elementary subgroup of G for a
X <  . < k  .p -element x and a p-group P. Let us set C x s mp , m, p s 1,G
k G 1. Let c be the characteristic class function of G which corresponds
to the conjugate class of G containing x. Assume by way of contradiction
 :that x P is contained in no conjugate of a subgroup belonging to H.
ky1 <  .Then the preceding lemma implies that mp c belongs to char HH A
 . ky1  .for all H g H. Because H satisfies iv , it follows that mp c g char G .A
 .  :This is contrary to Lemma 2.1 ii . Therefore x P is contained in some
conjugate of some subgroup belonging to H and the result follows.
 .  .Finally we restate a theorem concerning the statements i ] iv ring
theoretically.
Let R be a ring with Z : R : C and let H be a family of subgroups of
 .  .G. Then we define R G, H and I G, H as follows.R R
 .  . <R G, H [ the set of class functions f g cf G such that f gHR
 .char H for all H g H,R
 .   .4GI G, H [  char H .R H g H R
 .  .If R s Z, we delete the subscripts and we write R G, H and I G, H .
 . w x  .By 8.2 Lemma in 4 , it follows that R G, H is a ring in whichR
 .I G, H is an ideal and from the definitions we haveR
I G, H : I G, H : char G : R G, H . .  .  .  .R R R
 .  .Furthermore, if 1 g I G, H for some family H, it follows that I G, HG R
 .  .s char G s R G, H for all R with Z : R : C.R R
 .  .Because the statements i ] iv are equivalent, we have
THEOREM 2.3. Let H be a family of subgroups of G and let A be any
subring of C consisting of algebraic integers such that Z : A. Then the
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i char G s R G, HA A
 .  .ii I g I G, HG
 .iii each elementary subgroup of G is contained in some conjugate of
some subgroup belonging to H.
Remark. We cannot extend the ring A in Theorem 2.3 anymore. We
give a counterexample.
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1Let B be any subring of C such that Z ; B and g B and let S be the42
symmetric group on four letters. We set s s 1 the identity element of1
.  .  . .  .  .S , s s 1 2 , s s 1 2 3 4 , s s 1 2 3 , and s s 1 2 3 4 . We4 2 3 4 5
 :  .  .also set H s s the cyclic subgroup generated by s i s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 .i i i
Let f be the principal character of H and fU be the character of Si i i 4
 .which is induced by f i s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . Then we havei
1 U 1 U 1 U 1 U1 s y f q f q f q f .S 1 2 4 52 2 2 24
 .  4Hence 1 g I S , H where H s H , H , H , H , H . This impliesS B 4 1 2 3 4 54
 .  .  .that char S s R S , H . But 1 f I S , H because a Sylow 2-sub-B 4 B 4 S 44
group of S is contained in no conjugate of a subgroup belonging to H.4
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